Abstract. In the domain of gene expression data analysis, several researchers have recently emphasized the promising application of local pattern (e.g., association rules, closed sets) discovery techniques from boolean matrices that encode gene properties. Detecting local patterns by means of complete constraint-based mining techniques turns to be an important complementary approach or invaluable counterpart to heuristic global model mining. To take the most from local set pattern mining approaches, a needed step concerns gene expression property encoding (e.g., over-expression). The impact of this preprocessing phase on both the quantity and the quality of the extracted patterns is crucial. In this paper, we study the impact of discretization techniques by a sound comparison between the dendrograms, i.e., trees that are generated by a hierarchical clustering algorithm on raw numerical expression data and its various derived boolean matrices. Thanks to a new similarity measure, we can select the boolean property encoding technique which preserves similarity structures holding in the raw data. The discussion relies on several experimental results for three gene expression data sets. We believe our framework is an interesting direction of work for the many application domains in which (a) local set patterns have been proved useful, and (b) Boolean properties have to be derived from raw numerical data.
Introduction
This volume is dedicated to local pattern detection. It has been motivated by the need for a better characterization of what is local pattern detection and what are the main research challenges in this area. We contribute to this objective by considering the exciting application domain of transcription module discovery from gene expression data. In this molecular biology context, the goal is to identify sets of genes which seem to be co-regulated, associated with the sets of biological situation which seems to trigger the co-regulation.
The state-of-the-art is that global patterns like partitions can provide some useful information and suggest some of the transcription modules. We are however interested by the intrinsic limitations of these approaches, e.g., their heuristic nature or the lack of unexpectedness of the findings. We strongly believe that complete extractions of local patterns which satisfy a given conjunction of constraints (e.g., a minimal frequency constraint or a maximality constraint) are an invaluable and complementary approach to suggest unexpected but relevant patterns, i.e., putative transcription modules.
Let us now introduce the application domain and our contribution. Thanks to a huge research effort and technological breakthroughs, one of the challenges for molecular biologists is to discover knowledge from data generated at very high throughput. For instance, different techniques (including microarray [1] and SAGE [2] ) enable to study the simultaneous expression of (tens of) thousands of genes in various biological situations. The data generated by those experiments can be seen as expression matrices in which the expression level of genes (rows) is recorded in various biological situations (columns). A toy example of some microarray data is the matrix in Tab. 1a. Once large gene expression datasets are available, biologists have to drop the traditional one-to-one approach to gene expression data analysis and crucially need for Knowledge Discovery in Databases techniques (KDD). Among the classical KDD approaches, classification techniques (i.e., learning a classifier from data which, for example, can predict a cancer diagnosis according to individual gene expression profiles) have been intensively studied (see, e.g., [3] for a collection of recent contributions). In this paper, we do not consider such problems. We are interested in descriptive techniques which provides either global patterns like partitions (clustering) or local patterns like co-regulated sets of genes and/or sets of situations.
The use of hierarchical clustering (see, e.g., [4] ) is indeed quite popular among practitioners. Genes are grouped together according to similar expression profiles. The same can be done on biological situations. Thanks to the appreciated vizualization component introduced with [4] , biologists can identify some putative transcription modules. Practitioners do not use only hierarchical clustering but also most of the classical clustering techniques. A common characteristic of these techniques is that global patterns like partitions are extracted by means of a heuristic search. They provide "global pictures" of similarity structures. Not only the heuristic nature can lead to different results for different experiments but also, the fact we get global patterns, i.e., which hold in the whole data, leads to rather expected findings. Our thesis is that unexpected patterns are a priori interesting and that they are typically local ones, i.e., they hold in only a part of the data. Therefore, looking for collections of local patterns in gene expression data appears as a promising and complementary approach. The last 5 years, a major research sub-domain in data mining has concerned the design of efficient and complete constraint-based mining tools on boolean data, also called transactional data by some authors. The completeness assumption means that every pattern from the pattern language which satisfies the defined constraints has to be returned (e.g., every frequent set, every closed set, every frequent and closed set which does not contain a given item). In general, and this is the case for our work, non heuristic methods are used.
To apply these techniques for gene expression data analysis, we have to encode boolean gene expression properties, e.g., over-expression, strong variation, co-regulation. Tab. 1b and Tab. 1c are two data sets derived from the toy microarray data from Tab. 1a. Once such boolean data sets are available, it is possible to look for putative synexpression groups (see [5] ) by computing the popular frequent sets (frequent sets of situations in a matrix Genes × Situations and frequent sets of genes in its transposition). Given the number of genes, we can alternatively compute condensed representations of the frequent sets, e.g., the frequent closed sets [6, 7, 8] . Deriving association rules from synexpression groups has been studied as well [9, 10] . Furthermore, putative transcription modules can be provided by computing the so-called formal concepts (see, e.g., [11, 12, 13] ). Also, constraint-based mining of concepts has been considered [14, 15] . Notice that the collection of every formal concept which can be extracted from large real gene expression matrices can be considered as a collection of overlapping clusters on either the genes or the situations. The global picture is not there but every locally strong association (associated closed sets, see Section 3) has been captured. So far, very few studies have concerned the quality of gene expression property encoding, i.e., a kind of feature construction phase. This is a critical step because its impact on both the quantity and the quality of the extracted patterns is crucial.
If S denotes the set of biological situations and P denotes the set of genes, the expression properties can be encoded into r ⊆ P ×S. (g i , o j ) ∈ r denotes that gene i has the encoded expression property in situation j. Different expression properties might be considered. Without loss of generality, we consider that only one expression property is encoded for each gene, which means that we can talk indifferently of genes or gene expression properties. Generally, encoding is performed according to some discretization operators that, given user-defined parameters, transform each numerical value from raw gene expression data into one boolean value per gene property. Many operators can be used that typically compute thresholds from which it is possible to decide wether the true or the false value must be assigned. For instance, in Tab. 1b, an over-expression property has been encoded and, e.g., Genes a, c, and e are over-expressed together in Situations 2, 4 and 5.
In [16] , we have proposed a method which supports the choice for a discretization technique and an informed decision about its parameters. The idea was to study the impact of discretization by a sound comparison between the dendrograms (i.e., binary trees) that are generated by the same hierarchical clustering algorithm applied to both the raw expression data and various derived boolean matrices. This paper is a significant extension of [16] . The framework has been revisited and the experimental validation have been considerably extended.
In Section 2, we refine the similarity measure introduced in [16] . It is level independent, and it depends for each node on its subtree structure. It can be applied on gene and/or situation dendrograms and we introduce an aggregated measure for considering both simultaneously. Section 3 is dedicated to the use of this similarity measure on three real gene expression data sets in order to select an adequate discretization technique. The robustness of the approach is also emphasized by an a posteriori analysis of the extracted patterns in the various boolean contexts. For this purpose, we adapt the similarity measure between collections of patterns introduced in [17] . In Section 4, we study further the robustness of our approach by comparing several clustering results in the raw data. Section 5 is a short conclusion.
Boolean Encoding Assessment

Comparing Binary Trees
The problem of tree comparison has motivated a lot of research. Designing similarity measures between trees is difficult because it has to be defined according to the semantics of trees and similarities which are generally application domain dependant. For instance, considering the analysis of phylogenies, distance measures between both rooted and unrooted trees have been designed to compare different phylogenetic trees concerning the same set of individuals (e.g., different species of animals having a common ancestor). Various distance metrics between trees have been proposed. The nni (nearest neighbor interchange) and the mast (maximum agreement subtree) are two of the most used metrics. nni has been introduced independently in [18] and [19] and its NP-completeness has been recently proved [20, 21] . mast has been proposed in [22] , and [23] describes an efficient algorithm for computing this metrics on binary trees. These two approaches are tailored for the problem of comparing phylogenies where the goal is to measure some degree of isomorphism between two dendrograms representing the same species of biological organisms.
In our data mining problem, we have sets of objects (vectors of expression values for genes in various biological situations), that we want to process with a hierarchical clustering algorithm. Depending on the different discretization operations on raw expression data, a same clustering algorithm working on encoded boolean gene expression data can return (very) different results. We are looking for a method that supports the comparison of these various gene and/or situation dendrograms obtained on boolean data w.r.t. the common reference dendrogram that has been computed from the raw data. We need to measure both the degree of similarity of their structures and the similarity between the contents of their associated collections of clusters. We introduced in [16] a simple measure which is also easy to compute. Intuitively, it depends on the number of matching nodes between the two trees we have to compare.
Definition of Similarity Scores
} denote the set of the n − 1 nodes of T generated by a hierarchical clustering algorithm starting from L. By construction, we consider b n−1 = r, where r denotes the root of T . We define the two sets:
An example of a tree for the genes from Tab. 1a is given in Fig. 1 . Here,
Fig. 1. An example of binary tree
We want to measure the similarity between a tree T and a reference tree T ref built on the same set of objects O. For each node b i of T , we define the following score (denoted S B and called BScore):
In other terms, for a node b in T , its score depends both on the number of its matching nodes in
and |τ (b)|. To obtain the similarity score of T w.r.t. T ref (denoted S T and called TScore), we consider the BScore value on the root, i.e.:
As usually, it is interesting to normalize the measure to get a score between 0 (for a tree which is totally different from the reference) and 1 (for a tree which is equal to the reference). For the TScore measure, since its maximal value depends on the tree morphology, we can normalize by 
An important property (missing from [16] ) is the following:
Property 1. The measure 1 is asymmetric, i.e. given a reference tree
As a consequence of this property, such a measure makes sense when one wants to compare different binary trees with the same reference. If a symmetric measure is needed, one can consider the mean of the two possible measures for a couple of trees:
Comparison Between Gene Dendrograms
Tab. 1a is a toy example of a gene expression matrix. Each row represents a gene vector, and each column represents a biological sample vector. Each cell contains an expression value for a given gene and a given sample. In this example, we have
A hierarchical clustering using the Pearson's correlation coefficient and the average linkage method (see, e.g., [4] ) on the data from Tab. 1a leads to the dendrogram in Fig. 1 . Assume now that we discretize the expression matrix by applying two different methods used for over-expression encoding [9] . The first one, the so-called "Mid-Ranged" method, considers the mean between the maximal and minimal values for each gene vector. Values which are greater than the average value are set to 1, 0 otherwise (Tab. 1b). A second method, the so-called "Max -X% Max" method, takes into account the maximal value for each gene vector. Values that are greater than (100 − X)% of the maximal value are set to 1, 0 otherwise. We set X to 10 deriving the matrix in Tab. 1c.
Assume now that we use the same clustering algorithm on the two derived boolean data sets. The resulting dendrograms are shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a (resp.  Fig. 2b ) represents the gene dendrogram obtained by clustering the boolean matrix in Tab. 1b (resp. Tab. 1c).
Fig. 2. Gene trees built on two differently discretized matrices
We can now use the similarity score and decide which discretization is better for this gene expression data set, i.e., the one for which S T (T, T ref ) has the largest value. The common reference (T ref ) is the tree in Fig. 1 . Let T a and T b denote the trees in Fig. 2a and 2b respectively. Using Equation 3, we obtain:
, the first discretization method is considered better for this data set w.r.t. the performed hierarchical clustering. In fact, in T a , only node b 1 does not match (i.e., it does not share the same set of leaves) with any node in T ref , while in T b , there are only two nodes (b 3 and b 6 ) that match with some nodes in T ref .
The same process can be applied to situation dendrograms by considering now that the objects are the situations. In practice, we perform both processes to support the choice of a discretization technique as illustrated in the next section.
Average Similarity Score
When we compare both situation and gene trees, we have different results for each comparison. According to our practice of gene expression data analysis, we often have thousands genes and a few tens or hundreds of situations. It means that, the similarity scores computed for situations tree are usually greater than those computed for gene dendrograms. This can be explained by the fact that situation dendrograms have more probabilities to be identical, since they contains less leaves, and the correlation coefficients (during the hierarchical clustering process) are computed on vectors of thousands components (the genes whose expression is measured in each situation). As a result, if we compare differently discretized gene expression matrix, the discretization thresholds for which we get the highest similarity score can be different for gene and situation dendrograms.
If we are interested in a unique similarity score, different solutions can be adopted. For example, we can consider the average between the gene and the situation similarity scores. A problem is that if one of the trees is totally dissimilar from the reference (relative score is equal to zero), the average value will not be zero. We can solve this problem by simply considering the square root of the product between the two similarity scores:
where S GT and S ST and denote respectively the normalized similarity score for genes and situation, and S AT denotes the average similarity score. Following this definition, S AT is always between the gene and the situation similarity score values. Furthermore, when at least one of the two similarity scores is equal to zero, also the average similarity score is zero.
Using Similarity Scores
Many discretization techniques can be used to encode gene expression properties from expression values that are either integer values (case for SAGE data [2] ) or real values (case for microarray data [1] ). In this paper, we consider for our experimental study only three techniques that have been used for encoding the over-expression of genes in [9] : -"Mid-Ranged". The highest and lowest expression values are identified for each gene and the mid-range value is defined. For a given gene, all expression values that are strictly above the mid-range value give rise to value 1, 0 otherwise. -"Max -X% Max". The cut off is fixed w.r.t. the maximal expression value observed for each gene. From this value, we remove a percentage X of this value. All expression values that are greater than the (100 − X)% of the Max value give rise to value 1, 0 otherwise. -"X% Max". For each gene, we consider the situations in which its level of expression is in X% of the highest values. These genes are assigned to value 1, 0 otherwise.
We want to evaluate the relevancy of a discretization algorithm and its parameters according to the preserved properties w.r.t. a hierarchical clustering of the raw data. So, we have to compare the dendrograms obtained from the three different boolean matrices with the reference dendrogram.
We have considered three gene expression data sets: two microarray data sets and a SAGE data set. The first data set (CAMDA [24] ) concerns the transcriptome of the intraerythrocytic developmental cycle of the plasmodium falciparum, a parasite that is responsible for a very frequent form of malaria. We have the expression values for 3 719 genes in 46 different time points, i.e., biological situations. The second data set (Drosophila [25] ) concerns the gene expression of drosophila melanogaster during its life cycle. We have the expression values for 3 030 genes and 81 biological situations. The third one (human SAGE data from NCBI, see also [26, 13] ) contains the expression values for 5 327 human genes in 90 different cancerous and not cancerous cellular samples belonging to different human organs.
One indicator of the differences between derived boolean contexts is their density, i.e., the number of true values divided by the total number of cells in the matrices. In Fig. 3 , we provide the density curves for the three data sets and depending on different thresholds for the "Max -X% Max" method. Notice that densities for the "X% Max" method are equal to X.
Fig. 3. Density values for different "Max -X% Max" thresholds
We processed all the computed boolean matrices with a hierarchical clustering algorithm based on the centered Pearson's correlation coefficient and the average linkage method. The same algorithm with the same options has been applied to the three original matrices. Finally, for each data set, we have compared all the genes and situations trees derived from the boolean matrices with the reference trees. The results in terms of TScore (Equation 1) for the "Mid-Ranged" method, are summarized in Fig. 4 .
Fig. 4. Similarity scores for clustering trees on Mid-Ranged discretized matrices
For the "Max -X% Max" and "X% Max" methods, we summarize the results depending on the variation of the threshold X for the gene dendrograms in Fig. 5a and Fig. 6c , for the situation dendrograms in Fig. 5b and Fig. 6d . It is important to observe that, for each data set, we obtained the highest values of similarity scores for both the genes and the situations for almost the same discretization thresholds.
We have used the definition of average similarity score (Equation 4), to identify a unique measure of similarity for each boolean context. Results are summarized in Fig. 7 .
We have also applied the same clustering algorithm on various randomly generated boolean matrices based on the same sets of objects. Then, we have compared the resulting dendrograms with the reference. In the first two data sets (CAMDA and Drosophila), the similarity scores of the randomly generated boolean matrices are always very low or equal to 0. In the SAGE data set, given a density value, the gene scores resulting from randomly generated matrices are always lower than the ones obtained by any discretization method (while the situation scores are always negligible). One explanation could be that the discretized matrices are here very sparse compared to the ones we derive from the first two data sets (see Fig. 3 ). Using a low threshold to discretize such a matrix does not make sense: obtained scores are similar to the scores which are computed on random boolean matrices. Moreover, using a high threshold value X for the "X% Max" discretization method leads to similarity scores that are close to those obtained for randomly generated matrices, though still higher. We can observe the behavior of this particular SAGE data set in Fig. 8 .
As we can see, each discretization method has a set of threshold values for which it produce relatively high results in terms of similarity scores. Obviously, depending on the analysis task, one method can be more adapted than the other ones. For instance, even if both the "Max -X% Max" and the "X% Max" methods encode over-expression, the first one produces a boolean context whose density is strictly dependent on the maximal expression value for each gene. Instead, with the second method, we are sure that the density of the resulting boolean context is near to the X threshold. Does it mean that we are able to extract different kinds of patterns?
Clearly, the collections of patterns we can extract when using two different discretization techniques for over-expression encoding, will be different. We consider however that if we extract in proximity of the thresholds which produced the highest similarity scores for both methods, the intersection between the extracted collections will have a significant size. Patterns belonging to this intersection will also inform about rather strong associations. We have analyzed such intersections between different collections of formal concepts ( [11] ) which have been extracted from the boolean SAGE data set.
Definition 1. (G, T ) ∈ P × S is a formal concept in r ⊆ P × S when T = ψ(G, r) and G = φ(T, r). ψ and φ are the classical Galois operators, i.e., we have φ(T, r)
= {g ∈ P | ∀o ∈ S, (g, o) ∈ r} and ψ(G, r) = {o ∈ S | ∀g ∈ G, (g, o) ∈ r}. (φ, ψ
) is the so-called Galois connection between S and P. Notice that, by construction, when (G, T ) is a formal concept, G and T are closed sets.
We used the D-Miner algorithm [14] to extract formal concepts under constraints: to avoid problems with outliers, we have considered formal concepts with at least 2 biological situations and at least 10 genes (i.e., |G| ≥ 10 and |T | ≥ 2). The mined boolean contexts have been obtained by the "Max -X% Max" and the "X% Max" over-expression encoding methods. We used the X threshold values which have produced the highest similarity scores (see Fig. 7 ). Then we compared all the collections extracted from each boolean context obtained with the first method, with all the collections related to the second method.
To compare pattern collections, we adapted the interactive self-similarity metrics introduced in [17] . Such a measure has been studied for comparing two collections of frequent itemsets extracted from two samples of a same data set. We modified it to work on formal concepts extracted from different boolean instances of a same data set. Fig. 8 . Similarity scores w.r.t. density for "Max -X%Max", "X%Max" and random discretization methods on SAGE data Given two boolean contexts r 1 and r 2 our pattern collection similarity measure is defined as follows:
where
is a concept} are the collection of concepts extracted respectively from r 1 and r 2 .
To better understand the meaning of this measure, we can see a toy example based on the tables Tab. 1b and Tab. 1b. Let C b and C c denote the collection of formal concepts extracted respectively from the boolean matrices in Tab. 1b and Tab. 1c (with a non empty set of genes and a non empty set of situations). The list of concepts contained in the two collections is:
Clearly, only two sets of situations are shared by the two collections. They are T b3 = T c2 = {1, 3} and T b4 = T c1 = {4, 5}. We get the following result:
Applying such a measure to our different collections gives the results collected in Tab. 2. Table 2 . Self-similarity measures on different collections of concepts in SAGE data Interestingly, the self-similarity values are relatively high in the intersection between the X values for which the "X% Max" method takes the highest similarity scores (TScore), and the X values for which the "Max -X% Max" method has the same behavior (see Fig. 7 ). We notice how the measures are usually very low (the highest one is about 0.15). It emphasizes the impact of the choice of a relevant discretization method. The relevancy of the extracted patterns is not only related to the preservation of some properties of the raw data set, but also tightly related to the specific biological problem at hand.
Comparing dendrograms resulting from the clustering of different types of derived boolean matrices enables to choose the "best" discretization method and parameters for a given data set. When looking at the average similarity scores for "Max -X% Max" and "X% Max" methods (see Fig. 7 ), we observe either an optimal value or an asymptotic behavior. It could mean that the best choice for the discretization threshold is a trade-off between the value for which we get the best similarity score and the value for which the data mining tasks remain tractable.
Robustness of the Measure
In Section 2, we proposed a method to assess gene expression property encoding. We refined the measure presented in [16] by defining an average similarity score which can take into account both gene and situation similarity scores. We now discuss the choice of the reference tree, and thus the choice of the clustering algorithm. Our idea is simple. If we apply a clustering algorithm with different parameters to the same gene expression matrix, and then compare all the resulting dendrograms using our method, the measures should be quite similar.
Even if there are methods that produce very similar results, and others that produce totally different results, the overall behavior of the measures should be identical, i.e., for each particular configuration of the clustering algorithm, the mean of the similarity scores obtained by comparing its resulting dendrogram with the dendrograms related to all the other configuration, should be high and should not differ too much from the means computed in the same way for the other configurations.
To perform the experiments, we have used the three datasets described in Section 2.3. Hierarchical clustering has been performed with the free software HCE 2.0 (Hierarchical Clustering Explorer) available on-line on the site of the Human-Computer Interaction Laboratory (University of Maryland)
1 . The used clustering metrics have been the classical Euclidean distance and the centered/uncentered Pearson's coefficients ( [4] ). Moreover, we used the four classical linkage methods (i.e., single, complete, average, average group linkage) and Shneiderman's 1-by-1 linkage method as well. For each data set, once the clustering process was completed, we have compared each of the resulting dendrograms with all the other dendrograms. This has been done for both gene and situation dendrograms. Due to space limitations, we provide only the average similarity scores for the Pearson's uncentered coefficient in the SAGE data set (see Tab. 3). Table 3 . Average similarity scores for clustering using Pearson's uncentered coefficient Obviously, obtained values can be quite different. As expected, comparisons between "Pearson's coefficient" and "Euclidean distance" lead to rather low similarity scores. It is interesting to notice that comparisons with the single linkage method as reference leads to very high similarity scores. The same linkage method, compared with other references, give rise to rather low similarity scores. Our measure is indeed asymmetric.
We can compute the mean of the similarity scores obtained for each reference (see Fig. 9 ). The scores are always higher than the computed scores we got when comparing the dendrograms from the boolean matrices (see Section 2.3).
Fig. 9.
Computed means of the average similarity scores for the three datasets Finally, we have also considered the robustness of our metrics by looking at the overall behavior. For each data set, we have computed the mean of the measures shown in Fig. 9 . To explain the content of this figure, let us remind all the steps of our analysis. First we have computed the similarity scores between all couples of computed dendrograms. Let T i denotes the dendrogram resulting of a particular combination of clustering parameters (i = 1..15). Let S ij denotes the similarity score computed between each couple of dendrograms T i and T j (T i being the reference). Notice that in general S ij = S ji . In Fig. 9 we have the following values:
Let S p i denote the mean computed only on the dendrograms obtained by using the two Pearson's coefficient, i.e., For each data set, we are interested in the following measures:
10 .
Finally, we need to compute the standard deviations of the S i and S are greater than the general means (S), while the related standard deviations (σ p ) are similar or smaller than the general ones (σ).
Conclusion
We defined a new pre-processing technique that supports the evaluation and assessment of different discretization techniques for a given gene expression data set. The evaluation is based on the comparison of dendrograms obtained by clustering various derived boolean matrices with the one obtained on the raw matrix. The defined metrics is simple and we have validated its relevancy on different real data sets. A validation on a biological problem has been considered in [16] . This is a step towards a better understanding of a crucial pre-processing step when we want to apply the very efficient techniques based on set pattern mining from boolean data. Thanks to the exhaustive search for every pattern which satisfy the user-defined constraints, set pattern mining techniques like constraint-based mining of formal concepts appear to be complementary approaches to global pattern heuristic mining techniques like clustering.
